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ffl«»3»fca»S>fc5W^HS3tsi, UMB^y Mb£

t**{fci-3«*fc&3«a»&fc3tr*<b«*i:, mib^

SftfcflMRSv^y hiBAIP)«»&fl|jA

HtrlS^-Jr?' hSrS(§Lfet&IE^{liSg3t5lciav>r, ism

[»*92] *E/^y h«rS«Lfc«#<b4H5fcfc::j8V*

-otfV^y hrt^-fey h£*vt^fcB#£iJ<Da#A t t

[»**3] 8fjfE«#*b^*K:':}3^-c, iifrf2#gfi^

tiMRr 1—^WuCftU Rl**jfllf«x— ^SrfflVTlltr

usmnt, w§r<kztiittiin&;*tr y bitLxmm-rz

«*&Tmi5&^b»*£lss»c:g$c Letria^^t $tb

5 iiftV*xA ft£s<fry b ilfi^ffif fco T

,

^ y h rtld-fe s/ h $tLfc8#*J<£>S#A t y b £r

»S¥6- 12 5 3 6 3

ikmrncoumf-* t Ltex,

ik-tz z t zw®.t-tz>m&m4 nm<os<fr y hiim*-

flMEIRW^-* Srgfll LfcSff|5^^b«*f±, JS#fbi£

So

strE«F^b«**» bvmm&^kmmzmf-

Streams' hrtte-fcy h$tvTV^fcMfH#^!lft#Sr^

^b«* S:S&B«^tftta<BJ^A* -f"*mM Sr (WW-t"5 i

afSAaa»fc*»e>*5W-^b*B*i:, ssie^?/ Mb£

s.u?Sui5^^b4S*^^]E{c^ uarsBW^bsnfci*

^rflB*«F^ba«fla»#a t , mm

mim^-iti^m^ mm^^y b^m Ltz.mM.<r>mn

Sit Lfcroo^s/ bfo\C±y b^tiX^^tz



(3) lftffiW-6 - 1 2 5 3 6

§£Biri»bft5lfc&«#fl;8i5l*£:. fflrfEBMftW-^t**

ttflfcWWSr^^y hiUf-f3^y ha«IH*»b«ril*

v^B^JOiB* t y Y *Sfl| LfcH#,^»B#SiJ»||

[ 0 0 0 1 l

*-y MfcU '^y hiift^Sr^-LTjift-rSlft^iift

[0 0 0 2]

[0 0 0 3] — j5^ % *y j x<Dffim*y h!7— ^

vmm*$ ft xa l v > t v ^5 =—

x

!)5ffiSot#t^5„ LANIil SDN^O

TS^fiO^-x y ^ Sr^ro^ftflH-S r t fiT-#ft

[00041 r(Dmmiztt-tz-mMmms tm+n
^iilff^EF^jg^k OS90-46, pp. 31-
3 6, 1 9 9 0, " yt^Wr^T3$a=
y—ygyny^-^ (pmcc) <d—tfc^T j

^Z&m&*%^%!>ftb>b£\l^ft*mmik\^xmj%ik

[0 0 0 5]

L J; 5 ir-t-S^M] /^y h^C^

[0 0 0 6] ^^COBWfi^raOiiftXyU—-fy V

[0 0 0 7] *^0J(DteW@W«, LAN^Oiift'^yU
-y°y v-t>m#i\zmt-fz>m{tm±.\cx, t^mmm^
Mb-rz^gtzmfc-rz^b^ibz,
[0008] *&m<om<oBttjtt> ft^ikmsttfmmc
mt^zn^itmmfrbvn^immmzwmvxzs

ffl&-fZZ.bK&>Z> 0

[0 0 0 9]

mw<nmm^t&&*ftUfrL>Mm'*imb s*«4s

fiBWSSrffififeU SflrHKT*^^ hAOff#A:l»ia

#<kii«tiift^/i'-7*y hro*/hH«SrWfllii-5r t

ilfS^^rfgirftSo

[0010] &&w<Dm<DBtf)te. %m-fcm@:v>m&ft



(4)

[0011]

[0 0 12]

s e ^atevk&mtw&fr 5 1 0 0

(100-1, 1 0 0-2. •••) ftw**L6**s:te«

0 Oft, *ft*«©AAfgl 0 1, roift^lf^SrJE

*»*{trsW#ffc#fkl 0 2, ff*tc*;t

Sr#«fcae>©i»*mMI»l 0 3, «F*ft<oi*ftSr*J»i-

[0013] isbi^ mtrnmsrstm-t^nx^ n^it

«f«»i 0 3, iWkflMB*rtt»fti-6a*ft*«l 0

7 , 0fcftf|MR»**3« l 0 8iWJH»gf-//U8 0

OSMBx.Tl^So

[0 0 14] El 2 »H 1 <om&mmf&3z 1 0 0£rCPU

fc«-C*>5. «* l 0 0 liRttlfiMffl^^D ^7 A

t5fc»©CPU110Sitt^5p Sfc,

if "7 A+EitflHHk S ttfcBWRttf«*— «pW L

T

fc< fcftco^^y l l i<H§;iTV^ 0 Sfefc:, EEffift

f<bSftfc*M«Sr77^^t lsXmmirZ>tz£>(Dm

mmmi i 2xo;#^^tgs^^i-^^i6c7)/^i o

[0 0 15] S 3 td|*«afffSB* 1 00(Z)CPU110
T^lftfp-rs^o^^A^fllfigSr^i-o CPUllOt*

tT*5eMftiifs^o"fe^2 o 2 3S»6«ritSfta.

»1?6- 12 5 3 6 3

[0016] i4 Kl«F#ffciS« 1 0 2 (DrtSMft***

i"o ^-^ft^B 102 ttBMfeA*SS« ioi ^b^BMft

^k*nfclfc««*S:CPUl 1 0fc5l#tt-t-fc»fcW#

<b*«rtK—«F«j»c*aruri3< fc#>tf>F i fo3 o

2, ?3F#ft:£gB 10 2^?)CPU1 101CFIFO (:7

T—*h 77-^h7^h ^777) 302

3 0 3, t^ftill 0 2)5^CPU 1 1 0M*tLm

F0 3 0 2fc*«bfcr irSre*.5fc»«)«ii*7 9i/

3 0 4, CPU1 10^f)??fftiI10 2[C»t#l
^-^v Kir-fey hi-^fci60n-^ v K^y^^ 3 0 5,

«F#ftS8«l 0 2co!5^^©J^i-5fc^^>-^/i--7P
c2

-feylJ-3 0 6 ^tS^^^o 3vyKV^^3 0 5

^UCPUl 1 O^bSFfftiil 0 2*£3gfT£*x

5^^VK(C(j;STARTnvy KMSTOP^^y

[0017]|5 !C«*{bSt« 10 7 (Brt*M*fifc«r*

-To a*ft*« i o 7 tie p u i i o tfm^itmm 1 o

7^^^tf#*S#3Atffc^(OF I F04 0 1, CP
U 1 1 0 7^-*Hb$£B 107CFIFO401
ft»8o^S:fix.StWi/y^i/^^4 o 2,

f i Fortow#fb««oa#^asrtT5 7f =-^«fB

403, m^tmmi o 7^e>cpu 1 1 otc*ttm
«7U-A<Da#fb&3a^*>!9W^k*#SrF I FO
401 ^st&^iE-efcs ^ t sre*afc»o»a*
77^4 0 4, CPU110HatftSll07C»
b^ffi^^>- KSr-fer y h"t~£ ^-v>- Kl/^^4
0 5, Ifftif 1 0 7 0»fPSr«HBi-5/t«xO'>^
/K^n-fe 0 6^b#lJ5K*tbSo 3v>Kl/^^
4 0 5^1TCPU1 1 Ofrbm^fcmWl 0 5 1:^

fir£*L5=^> KfCfiS TART^^y KStfSTOP
3 V K^fc<5 0

[0018] ilfiffi 120^ Lfc8fe»ffi{&<ffi*

T^ff{IW*^#tS^B^" -l" Sr.

o#«J*SSB^ w -2" Sro*t|Z9J-rSo

[0019] HI 6 tCiUftftiJ^ffi^ 100-1 £g« ffl]

BfcffeJB* ioo-2 ^tt^iiffy u—m, 6 o

0C0^^^^i"o iifB^L—^6 0 Ofl, iiftiHl 2 0

±Tiift^t?

5

tztfxDmis^ o i, iftiftiifsffl<o

—>^6 0 2XU5B*«iiftrp-^ 6 0 3 tlX

TCP/ I P^Oii^^iiff h ayu^y^-cfco -

ci-ett»3BB^ttj*'<>fcv\ Wr^iifi^^^6*o 2iii^



— KOli^KttT*— 0 3t5>s&£ 0 *
356 0 3tt2ah^7 !, y h<7>U>-^;*S{$6 0 4, 2*2*7*

y h<D^m6 0 5, fflm*i\&—9&6 0 6^&«

10 0-1 fc*5V^TI**iHlM8*B 103 ^feWfeffiBRF*

[0 0 2 0] 17 fiUfc««S* 100-1 CDC PU 110
-C»f^1-58*:lfeii{S^n-fe^ 2 0 2<Dmmm®M7v—
T*&5 0 *-*\ ^ffIM^S*0^ii{S^pnir^2 0

2 - 1 ttlfefeiiftSrW<fti-5»^ 3^yK^?3
0 5tCSTART3-^>-KS:*#iitp (7 11) <h *
K\ S««8fc«**l 0 0-2<O«Mftfa«^P-fe^2 0

2-2 ^»uwt«afliBi*ft=i^> is—A&mm-rz
(712) 0 «F#fb§S« 1 0 2 i t) #JiA^^M
*«BL (7 13), 4lt*ttf«F»<taaE*3E3^>K
^ u—j^(D^m^m^n 5 (714) 0 ^^K^git
LTV\h,rf, -t0>l*9#teftl^F I FOy- Kf**>«*B!«:

*JEi-«itteJ:o-r«F*ftaulE«r*3Ei-S (7 1

5) 0 fcU h ^^31**5 fettf* (7

1 6) . ^^^7 1 3fcM!) % fcttftfi.

^^ 3 0 5(^h5/^vyK^ft^ (7 1

^iitt (718) . -m^mm^mTir^o
[0021] ^r^/7

1

3x\ ft^tmmi 0 2 <fc 9

Wii*^S>ofct#tt, F I Foy- K»fcttlB/£rM*

ofc$L W^tM^77t/^©M(:TF I F

0 3 0 2RZ$U>?X Isi/X* 3 0 3 a>kfflRgfa^{blfc

ffetf 6 0 6 XtflftHfllr«<Z>W^6 04 £S6*tH-r

(7 2 0) 0 f7t;w hMr^/it^St Ltli,

ftiiff^n-fe* 2 0 2 -1 £—^jgfflKTig»)i-

201-1 (c»L^^vfio^rA3^
U B££H»«ffl5 1 0 3 a>&Sft£>BSJ8 6 0 5 ( 7

2 1) 0 *<D'&, ^fe©^J««6 0 5, \s>tf*m
#6 0 4, EMmF-^biftflkttr«6 o 6 tcj; qbumhrs
-7yK7i/-A6 0 0*MU aWftWUMB* l o 0

- 2 ^{f-T5 (7 2 2)
"

0 rOct3^LT2lfS{B0oe*

fltafll^nir^ 2 0 2-1 f*BE*^4Hb?^ttf«tt*a

[0 0 2 2] —

*

% gffflSlfcffeflB* 1 00-2OCPU
1 1 OTKlf^i-S^iiff/ot^ 2 0 2 -2(113 8 {£

t (731) „ 3-eyKl/^^4 0 5C7^-h3-7
^KSr»#iitP ( 7 3 2) 0 ££>M, gtffeflttRa^^ K

7 1/- i*6 0 OSrgfffl-^t (7 3 3) N 0MM*«=i^
v K7 i/-Artouy^*86 o 4St;EM^ftft

^5|Z6- 1 2 5 3 6 3

f£ti?#6 0 6^Uy^ U^;*^4 0 2Rt>T I FO 4

0 1 ^»#iitft#fc (7 3 6) N S4»*rtCQ^^-^ >yi/*9-J* 2 0 1-2 fc*tL*>f ^fflO^f
^^-^Sr^SffL^aEO^JSr^T (7 3 7) N SfS L

. ^iftift«f*3^>K7u--Art^ss««6 o 5 1 mm
ttttT^-^/WbU m$*mU*r--7frS 0 OfcfEttL

X&< ( 7 3 8 ) 0 g««85Mft»* 1 0 2 - 2

|f7
P Pir^ 2 0 2-2TU ±IEco&a*B!MfttiMR = ^

[0 0 2 3] |*«tii«^n-fe^ 2 0 2-211 IftttiMTfR

««y-^8oortoi»aflwit«[v\ ft^im&m
»*aa«r*5r*5 (739) 0 w-g-{bsa«iiSEftya^±

9W#Yba«^aE3E*i:*J»fU3fcifr&Ktt (7 4 0) ,

gftflOSfcte** 1 0 0- 2<Dttffeiift7
p n-fe^ 2 0 2- '

10 0-1 ^BMfeiiA^air^ 2 0 2- 1 (C»L^ft
5(741), «-&{b3g« l 0 7 «t 5 Wii**«*>Jxtf

(742) , ^7^7331:15. Kfitflirff

(7 3 4) % fcLSf|fCV^tf3vV
t
Kl/v?^^4 0

5(^hy7P^vyK^^ (7 3 5) N —igO

[0 0 2 4] ?fcfc:«F#ft;S« 1 0 2 ©»f^S:KWi-5o
h 9 mn^ritam 1 o 2 (D^<Dmi¥^mmir^^i-

ir^f-3 0 6fi. £f\ CPU1 lO^^^START
a-^VKSrfipo (311) 0 fl^M^vyKi/^
^ 3 0 5t:START^vy K**# £>£rU—

1 KWft«F*{b»*«rffli- (312) o cpu
1 1 O^bSTOP^vy Wfff^tl5^3^3 0

1 frh 1 Bfe«:7 ^-^OBEJBW-S^bfiajlftTiito^JStT

$tt^(7)§r#o (313. 3 1 4) o CPU 1 1 0 36*6>

S T O P nv y K^^ff^tlfci^C« (3 13) 3—
^30 ltCid^TiS^SrfTofca (3 15) s j8,l7

[0 0 2 5] 3-^3 0 1 1 Iftt7 U-A(7)Ei|?
^b^Til^J Srgit^o (3 14) N =1-^
3 0 l^bF I F0 3 0 2 tC^^tbTV^EESI^^b

h Lfctl (3 16) , »ii*79^3 0 4tty hi"

5

rtlciDCPUl 1 0«cWa*Sr^»t4 (3 17) 0

CPU 1 1 0fi#JiX^^Stt6 I/>^^U^^3
0 3ftVF IFO3 0 2S:y-KU EE3B«F-S-ft*ixfc

3 0 6fiCPU110^j^^^ltfcf, FIFO 3

0 2 tfffifcfc b (3 18) ,

^30 1 ^©aMfcW-Wb»«*fT (3 12) ^bOft!



(6) «PH¥6- 1 2 5 3 6 3

^6^?s J^k**:iS*^^T^>lEffl^c:*5v^Ttt, cpuiio
COF I F0 3 O 2rtO«f«<o«*»0i**^J:?)l*««F
flsaflWMfcSftSr 4: left 6.

[0 0 2 6] ftl£tt*fc&a 1 0 7 <D»«s«:ia0H:5.

t/^Dt5/t4 0 60fcl7o^t0 *s?1rfl'-f

o'tyt4 0 6lt *t\ CPUllO^^STAR
T^yF^o (4 11) 0 AfrWKfia^vKu^
^^4 0 5^START^-7y K^S# ^*tt-50Sr^
-ft6o STARTn-7yK«ff^tl5^CPUl

^^4 0 2^1/V^^^ir^ h^tl^O^^o (4 1

2 N 413) 0 CPU11 0^bSTOP3vyK«
ftZtltcm&ia* (4 12) «0»KMtCR«.
[0 0 2 7] CPUllOliSTARTn^yraff

F I F0 4 0 lteflEJt»#<tSttfcBMftfllf«Sr#*

ii*x t<7)«F I FO4 0 l[Ct#jiA/fc*fl|«©SjS:

>7t4 0 1 ttU^^U^^fcUV^afrfey h£tl
£4: (4 13) N r3-^4 0 3l:i/y^S:ItPU
m^-itm^mm-^o y*^-V4 o 3&f i fo4 o

««SrlWft**»« 1 0 8 fciai 0 Hi v-^^y
air 4 0 6td*fU&T§rffl*a-r5 (414) 0 >^
t;v/nt7t4 0 61^^^—^4 0 3^e>»Ta*nSr

(4 15), »5i*77^4 04*ty M
C P U 1 1 0 lc«ii*Srd^t (416) N c P

U 1 1 OA*b©*©JBE»»#{fcRa««A**rfto0 C
PUl 1 0^tt»ii*tg»t*fcft©ffiJI6W#<b!*««
$&£A^i*-S 0 ^OJ:5^ CPUl

[0 0 2 8] HI 1 fi, m 7 —0 1 0 -t^^Th&JfS^ a

-ic^t^ SMBMAIMk^i oo-i 2:Sft«ft1fe

«85fci 0 0-2 4:OPfl<Dil{f ^y^ft- htfe

5. £i\ SfifllR««* 10 0-1 ©ttftift^ot
* 2 0 2 - 1 ttKfk»m«:Htti-2»fr. SflMRM
*1 0 0-2(D^il«"7pnir^ 2 0 2-2|C*tUI*«
ii«BMfc=*^>' A§r^frt-5'£#*c (9 0

1) , g«*rt©ftftif 1 0 2- 1 I^ISTAR
T3^vK4:»fifi-5 (9 0 2) 0 fflU^ffi* 1 0

0-2O^iim^nHr^ 2 0 2-2»CMfeilARItt3

0 7-2tJtlSTART3vyKS:«fft5 (90
3) 0

[0 0 2 9] ftiJC0B*«iift^a-fe^ 2 0 2-l(l»
fftill 0 2- l^(DSTART3-7yK38fTi, ^
fe3e»r*5V^7f7*^h«>*«»c:rw#lk*«i o 2

- l^bffi^*{k^it«at>+lft«*S^^>^^Sr

Sc^tiJi- (9 0 4) tl^^, 9U9E0BftH«rft$ (9 0

5) o ^cot&, i*tfo©i*aflMB, i/y^tfi, JE*g

U g«fl!J8fe«iH*l 0 0-2fcaHSi-4 (9 0 6) 0

^fffljO^am^nir^ 2 0 2- 1 tt£Effitf*fittMfe

[0030] %immm%%m 102-2 owtttaflt^o
fe^2 0 2-2f±, lft**«3v^K7i— A«r$«-r

atfjBE3B^^bs^ttf«*a#<bSg«i 0 7-2(d##
&t?4:*^ (907) s is*rt©t^i/-f^y^>
^^-A 2 0 1-2 ML^^^flO^rA^-;^
«TU5lffi«>*a«r# (9 0 8) % S«Lfc8MM(r«=i
7yK7^-Art©WK «f« 4: BBStf* itTR»AMr«^-
^SOO^Mt^) (9 0 9) 0 WfcflMRn-^VK^

ft1" 5 4:, 0 01^9

0) o

[0 0 3 1 ] Ell 2tWi«f-^8 0 0<£>*J&£

^3/ hrt«p*n»«8 1 1 t^mmmns 1 2^e>«*

[0 0 3 2] H 1 3iC, 08©^7^^7 3 9(C4ott^>

i£8ff!BE*Q!JS 7 3 9-C^. 0 Ort<a*£r<ZV*

^3/ hrtB##J«f*8 1 ? 2: |f IB (*fc*v*) co^y^y h

ft&Mft« 8 12 4: co^^r*a6 (1 0 2 0) . r.

A

tits, y-^rtofttfo^y hSfflri»»

8 1 1 4:?¥IH0^4ry h$««F*J4: (OJ6S:*» (10 2

1) N

' rtLS:ATit5o ATi: A t(Z>HS:#«>

(1 0 2 2) % r^^rA4:i-So #Cf-> A4rAt4rcoit

( 1 0 2 3) 0 mi 2<DfflX+l$, A t = 7 5 0

-150=600. AT=1780-1002=77
8 N A=AT-A t = 1 7 8 N A/A t = 0. 2 9 7 k

*4«F^t5aftdSii«IH©^/i/-^y hi «9±^4:^J»t
(1 0 2 4) o a!tc/hSv^-&»e:ttafS»(?5^^-

(1 0 2 5) o ft*5 N mtldOV^tt^$al/—>a >

[0 0 3 3] 11 1 Clot, «F*ftiS«»llE«! !a9 1

*4WLfc»frfc«\ 0 0-2gq^
iifg^ai?^ 2 0 2 - 2 a*W#{fc**{6iift;=i^>' K:?

^-A*r3asflr«*flwi*i oo-ioBMfcaflr^o-fe^

2 6 2- 1 fc#Li£«i-5 (9 1 1) 0 rc^^^biS*
iS^ba^V K7 U-A?:§ff lf:g|f 1 0

o-i^tnf7eDt^ 2 0 2-iij;, m^itrnwi



(7) mmW-6 - 1 2 5 3 6 3

0 2 - ifrb<nffi%.tivmM$:&mt-tz> 012) „

[0034] n^kmmm&mmizjiymmma)

UTt^-g-ictt, %imm&i%m 1 0 0 - 2 om®Mft •?

n-fex 2 0 2 -2tfn-%r<k&&fti&ik=>-*'>

Sr^fffiiJ^S* 10 0-1 ©Hfc&jM/ot^ 202
-iic#La&«-r« 013) „ r©w-&flsis*iisa{b
3-^>- K7 w-^SrSfll LfcaHSftlWUfeSH* 10 0-1
©SfcffeiHgT'n-t:;* 2 0 2-llt m^i\MW. 10 2-
ia>t><ogg;wfUfM&i!Sjite1-5 (9 14) o 7^*3,

*5<o

[0 0 3 5] *mMffl^i.tUt. LAN§»F7t^

[0 0 3 6] ftlC, #389l0H&0>*JIM»li: LT, JEffi??

§-{t$tifc^WiSSr§:ffiftiJi5t^ii{f 100-2©
S^Pl 1 2l:taLt*3#, *y=7 4VdTS^
^-r^m^mmm^m 1 4 d^i-0

[0 0 3 7] cro^J£^{cfcVNTl>^Sffi«^jl{fS^
10 0-1 rtOi^^iiff^n-fe^ 2 0 2- 1 CO^tatt^fe

fciB^fc^j&tfiJ <t IB] DT-fc 5„ S:«ftiJB*^ii{t4ffi* 1 0

0- 2f*9CDi*^iilf7°nirx 2 0 2 - 2 ©MSfiBEilg^

*fkswwi!*sfliB#»^ai:^-^7-r yf©s4«ii©

[0 0 3 8] ST, flE»HF<Hfcl*fcflMRSflril#H:, S«

^t*$8. B*«^-^W|llX-Sa^M 112-2 (C)liftS

1 4 ICfeS^ a-^-f-,, ««£Efi 1 12-2^

£S£^flti-r (14 3 1) „ ft(CB#^Jtt$R^^^y td-fe-

^ts t#« uv^-xw^of^x-^ zm^mm 1

0 7-1 t-St&tr (1 4 3 2) . ^©i, 1

1 2 - 2 J; 9 2fc<DI$*H#*S:tt*Hi gifflSE

^y i^-fe-y LT*5V>fc^1fSlt(OjlSr*«>5 (14
33) „ JSfetC, ^m«©^fc*ltCDB#Pflfclf?^Y h
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(54) [Title of the Invention] PACKET COMMUNICAITON SYSTEM

(57) [Abstract]

[Purpose] Provided is a means for measuring a dynamic

change in a communication throughput between terminals

.

[Constitution] In the coded video information communication

between video terminals, a sender side terminal 100-1 adds

information 103 representing a coded time to each

communication packet. A receiver side terminal 100-2

records a packet reception time on a table 800 and a coding

speed adjustment means 106 compares a difference in a coded

time in each packet with a difference of a packet reception

time to evaluate the relation of quantity of a coded speed

and a communication throughput and informs the result of

evaluation to the sender side terminal. The sender side

terminal uses a speed control means 104 to control a video

coding speed of the coder 102 according to the result o£

evaluation

.

[Effect] Since the video communication is possible in the

communication network where the communication throughput is

dynamically changed, multi-medium application that is

essential to video communication such as a video telephone

or a TV conference can be realized by using a terminal

connected to a LAN widely spread for office automation or

the like

.
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[Claims

]

[Claim 1] A method for measuring packet flow in a

communication method using a communication system

constituted by a coding terminal including an input unit, a

coding processing unit for encoding input information, and

a communication processing unit for transmitting encoded

information in packet, a decoding terminal including a

communication processing unit for receiving the packet

information and a decoding processing unit for decoding the

coded information, and a packet communication network for

connecting the coding terminal and the decoding terminal

together and carrying out packet communication of the coded

information, wherein the coding terminal obtains each time

of the packetizing the information and sets the time

information in the packet that transmits the same, and

wherein the decoding terminal that receives the packet

obtains the packet reception time for each of a plurality

of packets and calculates an average of the difference of

the time set in the received packet with the difference of

the packet reception time, whereby measuring a dynamic

communication throughput between the coding terminal and

the decoding terminal from the average.

[Claim 2] The method according to claim 1, wherein the

decoding terminal that receives the packet obtains the

packet reception time, calculates the difference of the

time At set in the two received packet with the difference
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of the packet reception time AT, and averages the

difference A of the two differences for a plurality of

received packets to obtain the average value thereof.

[Claim 3] The method according to claim 1, wherein the

decoding terminal records the transmission time information

and reception time information of each of the received

packet on a time information table, and calculates the

average value based on the time information table.

[Claim 4] A packet communication method in a communication

system constituted by a coding terminal including an input

unit, a coding processing unit for encoding input

information, and a communication processing unit for

transmitting encoded information in packet, a decoding

terminal including a communication processing unit for

receiving the packet information, a decoding processing

unit for decoding the coded information, and a display unit

for displaying the decoded information, and a packet

communication network for connecting the coding terminal

and the decoding terminal together and carrying out packet

communication of the coded information, wherein the coding

terminal obtains each time of the packetizing the

information and sets the time information in the packet

that transmits the same, and wherein the decoding terminal

that receives the packet obtains the packet reception time,

calculates the difference of the time At set in the two
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received packet with the difference of the packet reception

time AT, averages the difference A of the two differences

for a plurality of received packets to obtain the average

value thereof , and controls the coding speed at the coding

processing unit of the coding terminal by using the average

value

.

[Claim 5] The method according to claim 4, wherein, if the

average value is greater than a predetermined value, the

decoding terminal informs the fact to the coding terminal

as control data of coding speed, and the coding terminal

that receives the control data reduces the coding speed of

the coding processing unit through a coding speed control

means

.

[Claim 6] The method according to claim 4; wherein, if the

average value is smaller than a predetermined value, the

decoding terminal informs the fact to the coding terminal

as control data of coding speed, and the coding terminal

that receives the control data increases the coding speed

of the coding processing unit through a coding speed

control means

.

[Claim 7] The method according to claim 4, wherein the

decoding terminal comprises a data accumulation unit for

accumulating the coding information from the coding

terminal, the coding information accumulated off-line

transaction data are decoded and reproduced, the time
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information set in the packet are accumulated in the data

accumulation unit in relation to the coding information in

the packet , and during the reproduction the interval for

inputting the related coding information into the decoding

processing unit is controlled based on the time information.

[Claim 8] A packet communication system in a communication

system constituted by a coding terminal including an input

unit, a coding processing unit for encoding input

information, and a communication processing unit for

transmitting encoded information in packet, a decoding

terminal including a communication processing unit for

receiving the packet information, a decoding processing

unit for decoding the coded information, and a display unit

for displaying the decoded information, and a packet

communication network for connecting the coding terminal

and the decoding terminal together and carrying out packet

communication of the coded information, wherein the packet

communication system comprises

:

coding speed control means for controlling the amount

of the information which the coding processing section

encodes per unit time period;

means for obtaining each time of the packetizing the

information and setting the time information in the packet

that transmits the same; and

coding speed adjustment means provided to the decoding

terminal, which obtains the packet reception time.
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calculates the difference of the time set in the two

received packet with the difference of the packet reception

time, averages the difference of the two differences for a

plurality of received packets, compares the average value

with a predetermined value, and sends the result as control

data to the coding speed control means of the coding

terminal.

[Claim 9] A video communication system constituted by a

video coding terminal including a video input unit, a video

coding processing unit for encoding input video information,

and a communication processing unit for transmitting

encoded video information in packet, a video decoding

terminal including a communication processing unit for

receiving the packet video information, a video decoding

processing unit for decoding the coded video information,

and a video display unit for displaying the decoded video

information, and a packet communication network for

connecting the video coding terminal and the video decoding

terminal together and carrying out packet communication of

the coded video information, wherein the video

communication system comprises:

coding speed control means for controlling the amount

of the video information which the video coding processing

section encodes per unit time period;

means for obtaining each time of the packetizing the

video information and setting the time information in the
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packet that transmits the same; and

coding speed adjustment means provided to the video

decoding terminal, which obtains the packet reception time,

calculates the difference of the time set in the two

received packet with the difference of the packet reception

time, averages the difference of the two differences for a

plurality of received packets, compares the ayerage value

with a predetermined value, and sends the result as control

data to the coding speed control means of the video coding

terminal

.

[Claim 10] The video communication system according to

claim 9 , wherein the decoding terminal comprises

:

a data accumulation unit for accumulating the coded

video information from the video coding terminal;

means for accumulating the time information set in the

packet in the data accumulation unit in relation to the

coded video information in the packet , so as to decode and

reproduce the accumulated coded video information as off-

line data; and

means for controlling the interval for inputting the

related coded video information into the video decoding

processing unit based on the time information during

reproduction

.

»

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Field of Utilization]
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The present Invention relates to a packet

communication system which packetizes information and

communications, and more particularly, to a video

communication system for packetizing video information and

communicating through a packet communication network.

[0002]

[Prior Art]

The conventional video communication system uses line

switching networks, such as ISDN, as a communication

network. When a line switching network is used, the

communication band is guaranteed and the communication link

throughput between terminals becomes fixed. Therefore, the

video coding unit which carries out compression coding of

the video information inputted by a video input device such

as a camera, i.e., a codec, simply outputs coded video

information at a certain speed set for the communication

band of a communication network.

[0003]

On the other hand, information networking has been

progressed in dn office and the personal computer and

workstation which are mutually connected by LAN have been

introduced into the large quantity in recent years

.

Therefore, the need for building a video communication

system, such as TV telephone, using these personal

computers and workstations has been increased. However,

LAN is a communication network which performs packet

switching different from line switching networks such as
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ISDN, and the communication throughput between terminals is

changed factoring in the load of a communication network

etc. Thus, the conventional codec which outputs coded

video information at constant speed cannot be used any more.

[0004]

One solution over this problem is described in

"Information and Communication Engineers seminar data,

OS90-46, pp. 31-36, 1990" and "1 examination of personal

multimedia communication computer (PMCC)". This is a

method for hierarchizing parts for influencing image

quality and encoding during video decoding, and

transmitting information in separate packets with different

priorities. However, only two steps of control can be

performed in this method, and there is not enough

flexibility of the response to fluctuation of a

communication throughput. Therefore, the codec

corresponding to packet switching which can control the

output rate of coded video information from the outside is

needed.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]

If a dynamic change of the communication throughput

between terminals can be measured when realizing the codec

corresponding to packet switching, video communication

becomes possible over a packet exchange network by

controlling the coding speed of the codec according to the

throughput. However, the problem here is how to measure
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the communication throughput between terminals

.

[0006]

An object of the present invention is, therefore, to

provide a means for measuring a dynamic change of the

communication throughput between terminals

.

[0007]

It is another object of the present invention to

provide a means for enabling video communication over a

communication network such as LAN where the communication

throughput changes dynamically.

[0008]

It is yet another object of the present invention to

provide a means for accumulating coded video information

from a coding unit whose coding speed changes dynamically,

and performing an off-line reproduction display.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem]

In order to accomplish an effective video

communication, the video coding speed of the coding unit

should be controlled from the outside, and in the coded

video information communication between video terminals a

sender side adds information representing a coded time to

each communication packet, and a receiver side records a

packet reception time and compares a difference in a coded

time in each packet with a difference of a packet reception

time to evaluate the relation of quantity of a coded speed

and a communication throughput. The result of evaluation
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is informed to the sender side, and the sender side

controls a video coding speed of the coder according to the

result of evaluation.

[0010]

Another object of the present invention is

accomplished by controlling the time for inputting

accumulated coded video data into a decoding unit based on

the difference of time information that is memorized

together with video coding time of a coding unit in an

accumulation unit and is reproduced as off-line data.

[0011]

[Function]

According to the present invention, when the

difference of the packet generation interval in a sender

terminal and the packet receiving interval in a receiver

terminal is larger than a threshold, it is determined that

the packet generation interval in the sender terminal, that

is, the coding speed, is greater than a communication

throughput . This fact is informed from the receiver

terminal to the sender terminal to control the coding speed

in the sender side terminal to be reduced. On the other

hand, the difference of the packet generation interval in a

sender terminal and the packet receiving interval in a

receiver terminal is smaller than a threshold, it is

determined that there is a room in the coding speed as

compared with the communication throughput . This fact is

informed from the receiver terminal to the sender terminal
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to control the coding speed in the sender side terminal to

be increased.

[0012]

[Preferred Embodiment]

The following will now describe the present invention

with reference to accompanying drawings. Fig. 1 is a

schematic block diagram of a video communication system

according to on embodiment of the present invention. The

video communication system consists of terminal groups 100

(100-1, 100-2, ...) performing video communication and packet

communication networks 120 which connect the terminal

groups 100 (100-1,100-2, --). Each terminal 100 is

provided with a input means 101 for inputting video

information, a coding means 102 for compressing and

encoding the video information, a time information unitl03

for obtaining time information given to a code, a coding

speed control means 104 for controlling the speed of coding,

and a communication control unit 105 for transmitting and

receiving the coded video information to a network.

[0013]

In addition, the video information receiving side is

provided with a coding speed adjustment means 106 for

adjusting the speed of coding, a time information unit 103,

sl decoding means 107 for decoding video information, a

video information display means 108 and a time information

table 800.

[0014]
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Fig. 2 illustrates the constitution of the video

communication terminal 100 in Fig. 1 using a CPU, a memory,

and a program for video communication processing. The CPU

of the terminal 100 reads the program for video

communication processing from the memory 111, and controls

the operation of the video terminal. The memory 111 of the

terminal is for temporarily storing the program or

compressed and coded video information. Moreover, the

video communication terminal includes an accumulation unit

112 for accumulating the compressed and coded video

information as a file and a bus 109 for mutually connecting

each unit

.

[0015]

Fig. 3 illustrates the configuration * of a program

operated by the CPU 110 of the video communication terminal

100. The program operated by the CPU 110 consists of an

operating system 201 which controls the operation of the

entire program, and a video communication process 202 for

performing the video communication process.

[0016]

Fig. 4 illustrates the internal configuration of the

coder 102. The coder 102 includes a coding unit 301 for

compressing and coding the video information from the video

information input unit 101, FIFO 302 where the compressed

and coded video information are temporarily accumulated

before being sent to the CPU 110, a length register 303

used for the coder 102 to inform the length of the coded
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information in the FIFO (first in first out buffer) to the

CPU 110, an interrupt flag 304 used for the coder 102 to

inform the CPU 110 that 1 video frame having been

compressed and coded is accumulated in the FIFO 302, a

command register 305 for setting all kinds of commands from

the CPU 110 to the coder 102, and a signal processor 306

for controlling the operation of the coder 102. Examples

of the commands issued from the CPU 110 to the coder 102

through the command register 305 include the START command

and the STOP command.

[0017]

Fig. 5 illustrates the internal configuration of a

decoder 107. The decoder 107 includes FIFO 401 used for

the CPU 110 to write the coded information in the decoder

107, a length register 402 used for the CPU 110 to inform

the decoder 107 of the length of the coder, a decoding unit

403 for decoding the coded information in the FIFO, an

interrupt flat 404 used for the decoder 107 to inform the

CPU 110 that a decoding process on 1 video frame is

finished and the coded information can be written in the

FIFO 401, a command register 405 for setting all kinds of

commands from the CPU 110 to the decoder 107, and a signal

processor 406 for controlling the operation of the decoder

107. Examples of the commands issued from the CPU 110 to

the decoder 105 through the command register 405 include

the START command and the STOP command.

[0018]
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Next, the video communication method between the video

communication terminals 100 through the communication

network 120 will be explained. In the following

description, "-1" is attached to each component of a sender

side terminal, and "-2" is attached to each component of a

receiver side terminal for distinguishing.

[0019]

Fig. 6 illustrates the configuration of a

communication frame 600 that is transmitted and received

between the sender side video terminal 100-1 and the

receiver side video terminal 100-2. The communication

frame 600 is composed of a communication header 601 for

performing communication over the communication network 120,

a header 602 for video communication, and a video

communication data 603. As described later, depending on

the kind of a frame, some frames do not have data. The

communication header 601 is a typical communication

protocol header such as TCP/IP, so further details will not

be provided here. The video communication header 602 is 1

octet in length, and receives commands exchanged between

video terminals . Examples of such command include an image

communication start command, a video communication end

command, a video data command, a coding speed reducing

command, and a coding speed increasing command. In case of

the video data command, there is the data unit 603. The

data unit 603 is composed, of a 2-octet length, portion 604,

a 2-octet time portion 605, and a compressed and coded data
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portion 606. The length portion 604 receives the number of

octets of the compressed and coded data. The time portion

605 receives the generation time of the compressed and

coded data obtained from the time information unit 103 in

the sender side video terminal 100-1.

[0020]

Fig. 7 is a flow chart describing the video

communication process 202-1 of the sender side carried out

by the CPU 110 of the video terminal 100-1. First of all,

to start the video communication, the START command is

written in the command register 305 (S711) and at the same

time, a video communication start command frame to the

video communication process 202-2 of the receiver side

video terminal 100-2 (S712). Next, the coder 102 checks if

an interrupt exists (S713), and if not, it receives a

coding speed change command frame (S714). If the command

is received, depending on its content, it changes FIFO read

latency time to change the coding speed (S715). If there

is a stop demand from a terminal user (S716), the process

returns to the step S713, but if not, the STOP command is

written in the command register 305 (S717), a video

communication end command frame is transmitted to the

receiver side video terminal (S718) to end a series of the

process

.

[0021]

In the step S713, if there is an interrupt from the

coder 102, the CPU 110 of the sender side terminal 100-1
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waits for the FIFO read latency time, and reads the

compressed and coded video information 606 and the length

604 of the video information from the FIFO 302 and the

length register 303 at a predetermined default speed (S720).

As an example of methods for reading at the default speed,

the operating system 201-1 of the video terminal may start

the video communication process 202-1 by fixed periods.

Simultaneously, a system call of timer management is issued

to the operating system 201-1, and current time 605 is

obtained from the time information unit 103 (S721). Then,

the CPU 110 creates the image information command frame 600

based on the time information 605, the length information

604, and the compressed and coded video information 606,

and transmits it to the receiver side video terminal 100-2

(S722). Thus, the video communication process 202-1 of the

sender side repeats reading the compressed and coded video

information to transmitting the video information command

frame by fixed periods.

[0022]

On the other hand , as shown in Fig . 8 , the video

communication process 202-2 performed by the CPU 110 of the

receiver side video terminal 100-2 writes the START command

in the command register 405 if a video communication start

command frame is received (S731 and S732). In addition,

when the a video information command frame 600 is received

(S733), the CPU 110 of the receiver side video terminal

100-2 writes the length information 604 and compressed and
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coded video information 606 of the video information

command frame in the length register 402 and the FIFO 401

(S736), issues a timer management system call to the

operating system 201-2 to obtain the current time (S737),

creates a table related to the time information 605 in the

received video information command frame, and memorizes the

table in the time information table 800 (S738). The video

communication process 202-2 of the receiver side video

terminal 102-2 repeats the above-described process for

every video information command frame reception.

[0023]

If a fixed number of video information command frames

600 are received, the time information in the subsequent

time information table 800 are used for the image

communication process 202-2, and the coding speed

adjustment process is performed (S739). When the CPU 110

judges that there is a change in the coding speed by the

coding speed adjustment process (S740), the video

communication process 202-2 of the receiver side video

terminal 100-2 transmits the coding speed change command

frame for the video information process 202-1 of the sender

side video terminal 100-1 (S741). If there is an interrupt

from the decoder 107 (S742), the process returns to the

step S733. Here, if the video information command frame is

not received, the CPU 110 checks whether the video

communication end command frame has been received (S734).

If so, the CPU 110 writes the STOP command in the command
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register 405 (S735) to end a series of the process.

[0024]

The following will how explain the operation of the

coder 102. Fig. 9 is a flow chart describing the

processing of the signal processor 306 which controls the

operation of the coder 102. The signal processor 306 waits

for the START command from the CPU 110 (S311). In detail,

it searches whether the START command is written in the

command register 305. When the START command is issued,

the signal processor 306 issues a video coding command to

the coder 301 (S312). Later, it waits for the STOP command

from the CPU 110 or the notification for ending the

compression and coding process of a 1 video frame from the

coder 301 (S313 and S314). When the STOP command is issued

from the CPU 110 (S313), the signal processor 306 commands

the coder 301 to end the operation (S315) and returns to

the first step of the processing flow chart.

[0025]

When the signal processor 306 is notified from the

coder 301 to end the compression and coding of 1 video

frame (S314), it receives from the coder 301 the length of

the compressed and coded information stored in the FIFO 302,

sets it to the length register 303 (S316), and applies an

interrupt to the CPU 110 by setting the interrupt flag 304

(S317). Upon receiving the interrupt, the CPU 110 reads

the length register 303 and the FIFO 302 to obtain the

compressed and coded video information and its length.
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After applying the interrupt to the CPU 110, the signal

processor 306 monitors if the FIFO 302 becomes empty (S318)

and if so, it repeats the processing from issuing the video

coding command (S312). Therefore, in the range below the

video coding maximum speed, the coder 102 is able to

control the video coding speed by the speed of reading

information in the FIFO 302 of the CPU 110.

[0026]

The following will now explain the operation of the

decoder 107. Fig. 10 is a flow chart describing the

processing of the signal processor 406 which controls the

operation of the decoder 107. First of all, the signal

processor 406 waits for the START command from the CPU 110

(S411). In detail, it searches whether the START command

is written in the command register 405. When the START

command is issued, the signal processor 406 waits for the

STOP command from the CPU 110 or whether the length is set

to the length register 402 (S412 and S413). When the STOP

command is issued from the CPU 110 (S412), the signal

processor 406 returns to the initial state.

[0027]

After issuing the START command, the CPU 110 writes

the compressed arid coded video information in the FIFO 401,

and sets the length of the information written in the FIFO

401 to the length register 402. When the length is set to

the length register (S413), the signal processor 401

notifies the length to the decoder 403, and commands it to
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decode. The decoder 403 decodes the compressed and coded

video information in the FIFO 401, transmits the decoded

video information to the video display unit 108, and

notifies the signal processor 406 to end the processing

(S414). After receiving the end notification from the

decoder 403 (S415), the signal processor 406 sets the

interrupt flag 404 to apply an interrupt to the CPU 110

(S416), and waits for a subsequent input of the compressed

and coded video information from the CPU 110. Upon

receiving the interrupt, the CPU 110 inputs subsequent

compressed and coded video information. In this manner,

the decoder sequentially decodes the compressed and coded

video information from the CPU 110.

[0028]

Fig. 11 is a communication sequence chart between the

sender side video terminal 100-1 and the receiver side

video terminal 100-2, in correspondence to the processing

flow chart explained in Figs. 7-10. To begin with, in

case of starting the video communication, the video

communication process 202-1 of the sender side terminal

100-1 sends a video communication start command frame for

the video communication process 202-2 of the receiver side

video terminal 100-2 (S901), and issues the START command

to the coder 102-1 (S902) at the same time. After

receiving the video communication start command frame, the

video communication process 202-2 of the receiver side

video terminal 100-2 issues the START command to the
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decoder 107-2 therein (S903).

[0029]

After issuing the START command to the decoder 102-1,

the sender side video communication process 202-1 reads the

compressed and coded video information and its length from

the decoder 102-1 at the predetermined default speed (S904)

and at the same time, obtains the current time (S905).

Next , the video information command frame is created based

on the time information, the length information and the

compressed and coded video information, and sent to the

receiver side video terminal 100-2 (S906). The sender side

video communication process 202-1 repeats the processing

from reading the compressed and coded video information to

transmission of the video information command frame by

fixed periods.

[0030]

After receiving the video information command frame,

the video communication process 202-2 of the receiver side

video terminal 102-2 writes the length information and the

compressed and coded video information in the video

information command frame into the decoder 107-2 (S907) and

at the same time, issues a timer management system call to

the operating system 201-2 to obtain the current time

(S908) and creates the time information table 800 in

relation to the time information in the received video

information command frame (S909). Once a fixed number of

video information command frames are received, the coding
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speed adjustment process is carried out by using the time

information in the time information table 800 (S910).

[0031]

Fig. 12 illustrates the structure of the time

information table 800. The time information table consists

of packet time information 811 for each of the received

packets 810 and reception time information 812. For

example, in the table of Fig. 12, the packet number 10 is

the oldest packet and the packet number 22 is the latest

one

.

[0032]

Fig. 13 is a flow chart describing in detail the

coding speed adjustment process in the step S739 of Fig. 8.

According to the coding speed adjustment process in the

step S739, the difference between the time information of

the latest packet in the table 800 and the time information

812 of the oldest packet is obtained (S1020), and this

difference is set to At. Next, the difference between the

packet reception time 811 of the latest packet in the table

and the packet reception time of the oldest packet is

obtained (S1021), and this difference is set to AT. Then,

the difference between AT and At, i.e.. A, is obtained

(S1022), and the ratio of A to At is obtained (S1023). In

the example of Fig. 12, At = 750-150=600, AT= 1780-1002=778,

A = AT-At=178, and A/At=0.297. If the ratio is greater

than a predetermined threshold, it is judged that the

coding speed is greater than the throughput of the
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communication network (S1024). On the contrary, if the

ratio is smaller than a predetermined threshold/ it is

judged that the coding speed is smaller than the throughput

of the communication network (S1025). Here, the threshold

is determined in advance by simulation for example.

[0033]

Going back to Fig. 11, if the coding speed adjustment

process 910 judges that the coding speed is greater than

the throughput of the communication network, the video

communication process 202-2 of the receiver side video

terminal 100-2 transmits the coding speed reducing command

frame for the video communication process 202-2 of the

coding video terminal 100-2 to the video communication

process 202-1 of the sender side video terminal 100-1

(S911). After receiving the coding speed reducing command

frame, the video communication process 202-1 of the sender

side video terminal 100-1 reduces the reading period of the

coder 102-1 (S912)

.

[0034]

Meanwhile, if it is judged in the coding speed

adjustment process that the throughput of the communication

network is sufficiently fast to follow the coding speed,

the video communication process 202-2 of the receiver side

video terminal 100-2 transmits the coding speed increasing

command frame for the video communication process 202-1 of

the sender side video terminal 100-1 (S913). After

receiving the coding speed increasing command frame, the
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video communication process 202-1 of the sender side video

terminal 100-1 increases the reading period of the coder

102-1 (S914). Here, pitches for high-speed and low-speed

are determined in advance,

[0035]

According to this embodiment, since the video

communication is possible even on the communication network

such as LAN where the traffic control is difficult and the

communication throughput is changed dynamically, multi-

medium application that is essential to video communication

such as a video telephone or a TV conference can be

realized by using a terminal connected to a LAN widely

spread for office automation or the like*

[0036]

Next, as another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 14 illustrates a case in which the compressed and

coded video information are accumulated in the accumulation

unit 112 of the receiver side video communication terminal

100-2, and are reproduced as off-line data.

[0037]

Even in this embodiment, the video communication

process 202-1 in the sender side video communication

terminal 100-1 is same as the embodiment explained before.

The video communication process 202-2 of the receiver side

video communication terminal 100-2 can be divided into two

types: processing of the compressed and coded video

information having been received and processing of the off-
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line data during reproducing.

[0038]

First of all, in case of receiving the compressed and

coded video information, time information, length

information, and video data in the received video data

command frame are sequentially accumulated in the

accumulation unit 112-2, Next, Fig. 14 is a flow chart

describing the reproducing process of the off-line data.

To begin with, the time information, the length information

and the video data corresponding to the length are read

from the accumulation unit 112-2 ( S1431 ) . Next, the time

information is stored in the memory and at the same time,

the length information and the video data are written in

the decoder 107-1 (S1432). Then, the time information is

read from the accumulation unit 112-2, and the difference

between the read time information and the time information

stored in the previous read memory is obtained (S1433).

The sender side video communication terminal is in stand-by

mode by the difference of the time information (S1434).

Later, the length information and the video data are read

from the accumulation unit 112-2, and are written in the

decoder 107-2. This process is repeated until the video

data in the accumulation unit 112-2 disappears (S1435).

According to this method, even if the coding speed in the

sender side video communication terminal may be changed

dynamically, it is possible to accumulate the coding video

information and reproduce and display the information as
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the off-line data at a proper speed.

[0039]

[Effect of the Invention]

Since the video coding speed of the coder is

dynamically changed according to the throughput of a

communication network, the present invention can . be

advantageously used for the video communication over the

communication network such as LAN, of which the

communication throughput is changed dynamically.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a video

communication system according to on embodiment of the

present invention.

[Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 illustrates the constitution of the video

communication terminal 100 in Fig. 1.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 illustrates the software configuration of a

video communication terminal.

[Fig. 4]

Fig. 4 illustrates the configuration of a coder in Fig.

2.

[Fig. 5]

Fig. 5 illustrates the configuration of a decoder in

Fig. 2.
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[Fig. 6]

Fig. 6 illustrates the configuration of a

communication frame

.

[Fig. 7]

Fig. 7 is a flow chart describing the processing of a

sender side communication terminal.

[Fig. 8]

Fig. 8 is a flow chart describing the processing of a

receiver side communication terminal.

[Fig. 9]

Fig. 9 is a flow chart describing the processing in

the coder.

[Fig. 10]

Fig. 10 is a flow chart describing the processing in

the decoder

.

[Fig. 11]

Fig. li illustrates a communication sequence chart.

[Fig. 12]

Fig. 12 illustrates the structure of a time

information tabled

[Fig. 13]

Fig. 13 is a flow chart describing the coding speed '

adjustment process.

[Fig. 14]

Fig. 14 is a flow chart describing the reproduction

process of off-line data.
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[Description of the Reference Numerals]

100: video communication terminal

101: video input unit

102: coder

104: coding speed control means

106: coding speed adjustment means

107 : encoder

108: video display unit

110: CPU

112: accumulation unit

111: memory

120: communication network
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[Description of Drawings]

[Fig. 1]

$ki&$&M Video terminal

101 : video input unit

102: coder

103: time information

104: coding speed control means

105: communication control unit

106: coding speed adjustment means

107: encoder

108: video display unit

800: time information table

[Fig. 2]

101: video input unit

102: coder

105: communication control unit

107 : encoder

108: video display unit

109: internal bus

110: CPU

111: memory

112: accumulation unit

120: communication network

[Fig. 3]

201: operating system
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202: video communication process

[Fig. 4]

101: video input unit

109: internal bus

301: coder

303; length register

304 : interrupt flag

305: command register

306: signal processor

[Fig. 5]

108: video display unit

109: internal bus

402: length register

403 : decoder

404: interrupt flag

405: command register

406 : signal processor

[Fig. 6]

601: communication header

602 : video communication header

603: video communication data

604: length unit

605: time unit

606; compressed and coded data unit
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[Fig. 7]

Mffffi'MS7 D— Sender side processing flow chart

710: Start

711: Write START command in command register 305.

712: Transmit video communication start command frame.

713: Interrupt from coder 102.

714: Receiver coding speed change command frame.

715: Change FIFO read latency time according to command

content

.

716: Stop request from terminal user.

717: Write STOP command in command register 305.

718: Transmit video communication, end command frame.

719: Standby for FIFO read latency time.

720: Read contents from length register 303 and FIFO 302.

721: Obtain current time.

722: Transmit video information command frame.

724: End

[Fig. 8]

^{H^JMSIv7 D— Receiver side processing flow chart

730: Start

731: Receive video communication start command frame.

732: Write START command in command register 405.

733: Receive video information command frame.

734: Receive video communication end command frame.

735: Write STOP command in command register 405.
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736: Write received content in length register 402 and FIFO

401.

737: Obtain current time.

738: Create time information table.

739: Perform coding speed adjustment process.

740: Change coding speed.

741: Transmit coding speed change command frame.

742: Interrupt form decoder 107.

744: End

r

[Fig. 9]

311: Is START command written in command register?

312: Command coder to start the operation.

313: Is STOP command written in command register?

314: Is 1 video frame coding end notification received from

coder?

315: Command coder to end the operation.

316: Receive the length of coded information from coder and

set the length to length register.

317: Interrupt CPU by setting interrupt flag.

318: Is FIFO empty?

[Fig. 10]

411: Is START command written in command register?

412: Is STOP command written in command register?

413: Is length set to length register?

414: Notify length to decoder and command the decoder to
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start decoding.

415: End notification from decoder?

416: Interrupt CPU by setting interrupt flag

[Fig. 11]

Repeat by fixed periods.

100-1: sender side video terminal

100-2: receiver side video terminal

102-1: coder

107-1: decoder

202-1: video communication process

202-2: video communication process

901: video communication start command frame

902 : START command

903: STOP command

904: Read coded information.

905: Obtain current time.

906: video information command frame

907: Write coded information.

908: Obtain current time.

909: Create table.

910: coding speed adjustment process

911: coding speed reducing command frame

912: coding speed reducing command

913: coding speed increasing command frame

914: coding speed increasing command
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[Fig. 12]

810: packet number

811: time information in packet

812: packet reception time information

[Fig. 13]

739: Start

1020: At = time information in latest packet - time

information in oldest packet

1021: AT= , latest packet reception time information - oldest

packet reception time information

1023: A/At > threshold

1024: coding speed > communication throughput

1025: coding speed = communication throughput

[Fig. 14]

1430: Start

1431: Read time information

Read length information and video data.

1432: Store time information

Write length information and video data.

1433: Standby for difference time.

1435: Data end.

1436: End
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[Classification of Publication] Amendment by the

regulation of Article 17 (2) of Patent Law

[Division of Field] Field 7, 3
rd division

[Issue Date] November 30, 2000

[Publication Number] H06-125363

[Publication Date] May 6, 1994

[Communication Number] Laid-Open Patent publication 6-1254

[International Patent Classification 7
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[Amendment]

[Filing Date] September 7, 1999

[Amendment 1]

[Name of Document to be Amended] Specification

[Materials to be Amended] Claims

[Method of Amendment] Change

[Content of Amendment]

[Claim 1]

A packet communication method in a communication

system constituted by a coding terminal including an input

unit, a coding processing unit for encoding input

information, and a communication processing unit for

transmitting encoded information in packet, a decoding

terminal including a communication processing unit for
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receiving the packet information, a decoding processing

unit for decoding the coded information, and a display unit

for displaying the decoded information, and a packet

communication network for connecting the coding terminal

and the decoding terminal together and carrying out packet

communication of the coded information, wherein the coding

terminal obtains each time of the packetizing the

information and sets the time information in the packet

that transmits the same, and wherein the decoding terminal

that receives the packet obtains the packet reception time,

calculates the difference of the time At set in the two

received packet with the difference of the packet reception

time AT, averages the difference A of the two differences

for a plurality of received packets to obtain the average

value thereof , and controls the coding speed at the coding

processing unit of the coding terminal by using the average

value

.

[Claim 2]

The method according to claim 1, wherein, if the

average value is greater than a predetermined value, the

decoding terminal informs the fact to the coding terminal

as control data of coding speed, and the coding terminal

that receives the control data reduces the coding speed of

the coding processing unit through a coding speed control

means

.
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[Claim 3]

The method according to claim 1, wherein, if the

average value is smaller than a predetermined value, the

decoding terminal informs the fact to the coding terminal

as control data of coding speed, and the coding terminal

that receives the control data increases the coding speed

of the coding processing unit through a coding speed

control means

.

[Claim 4]

The method according to claim 1, wherein the decoding

terminal comprises a data accumulation unit for

accumulating the coding information from the coding

terminal, the coding information accumulated off-line

transaction data are decoded and reproduced, the time

information set in the packet are accumulated in the data

accumulation unit in relation to the coding information in

the packet, and during the reproduction the interval for

inputting the related coding information into the decoding

processing unit is controlled based on the time information.

[Claim 5]

A packet communication system in a communication

system constituted by a coding terminal including an input

unit, a coding processing unit for encoding input

information, and a communication processing unit for

transmitting encoded information in packet, a decoding
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terminal including a communication processing unit for

receiving the packet information, a decoding processing

unit for decoding the coded information, and a display unit

for displaying the decoded information, and a packet

communication network for connecting the coding terminal

and the decoding terminal together and carrying out packet

communication of the coded information, wherein the packet

communication system comprises:

coding speed control means for controlling the amount

of the information which the coding processing section

encodes per unit time period;

means for obtaining each time of the packetizing the

information and setting the time information in the packet

that transmits the same; and

coding speed adjustment means provided to the decoding

terminal, which obtains the piacket reception time,

calculates the difference of the time set in the two

received packet with the difference of the packet reception

time, averages the difference of the two differences for a

plurality of received packets, compares the average value

with a predetermined value, and sends the result as control

data to the coding speed control means of the coding

terminal.


